




ungi that are specifically adapted to
fire are known as pyrophilous

fungi. Throughout the world, there are
many species of fungi that have taken
advantage of the conditions provided by
Iire in order to compete and suruive.
In the eucalypt forests of southern
Australi4 several fungi have evolved
unique lifestyles that enable them to
survive and reproduce following a
bushfire.

In Western Australia's karri and
jarrah forests, several species of wood-
rotting fungi are specifically adapted to
survive fire. Under normal conditions,
these fungi are found in the form of
microscooic thread-like filaments called

mycelium, which colonise dead logs of
karri, jarrah and possibly marri. They
are decomposers, rotting the fallen logs
and returninE much needed nutrients
to the ecosystem. Unlike normal wood-
rotting fungi, they do not fruit on the
logs that they colonise and if their log is
destroyed in a fire, so are they.

How do they survive? The answer is
simple: they go underground. The
fungal mycelium grows from the host
log into the soil and produces a large
underground mass called a sclerotium.
It is deep enough in the soil to survive
the hottest fire. Soon after the fire a
mushroom-like fruitbody emerges from
the sclerotium. The mushrooms release

spores that later germinate to begin the
cycle again.

STONEMAKER
The stonemaker fungts (Poluporus

tumulosus\ colonises and rots fallen
jarrah and possibly karri logs. At some
stage in its life cycle, the fungus grows
from the log into the soil where the
mycelium binds with the soil to
produce a hard stone-like mass. This
structure gives the fungus its common
name.

Nutrients are supplied from the
decomposing log and, over time, the
'stone' may expand to the extent that it
can eventually weigh as much as 30
kilograms. The cycle is completedwhen
a fire destroys the log and the fungus
fruits from the underground
sderotium. The growth rate of these
mushrooms is extraordinary. They can
appear at the surface of the burnt
ground within 24 hours and within
another 24 hours they can be as large as
a dinner plate. They quickly mature and
release spores from a layer of pores on
the underside of the fruit.

NATTVE BREAD
Native bread is the common name

for the sclerotium produced by
Polgporus mglittae. It is usually found
under or alongside karri logs and is
composed of pure fungal material
encased in a thin, brittle, hard skin.
Native bread is edible and early
European settlers in the south-west
reported that it was collected by
Aboriginal people. When fresh, the flesh
of native bread is firm but has a very
bland taste. The sclerotia are generally
oval-shaped and can grow to 60

lPrcoious page
I i{ara Distinct cone-shaped morel
I mushroorns. These are a Drized
delicacy for those who like io eat wild
mushrooms.
Iruef Fire in a jarrah forest.

lAboae left: Large mushrooms produced
I by the stonemaker fungus can emerge
I and grow to the size of a dinner plate
within 24 hours of a bushfire sweeping
through the forest.

I Zeft Native bread, cut to show the
I fleshy interior of the sclerotium. It can
I weigh as much as 18 kilograms.
Photos - Richard Robinson/CALM
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Mushrooms develop
from sclerotia after a \ '

; fire burns
.!.rotting lol

Sclerotia of the.-'.:ilt'J
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Development stages of the stonemaker

centimetres in diameter and weigh as
much as 18 kilograms.

After a fire, a large mushroom
emerges from the sclerotium. Producing
a mushroom completely exhausts the
reser.,res in the native bread, lvhich then
shrivels and dfies up soon after the
mushroom matures and releas€s its
snores. Tn general. the larg(r the native
bread, the larger the mushroom, or
alternatively several mushrooms may be
produced. Sometimes several sclerotia
are associated with one log, and
mushrooms can be found beside burnt
logs or in the ash remains of logs just a
day or tu,o after a bushfire. ' lne

mushrooms look similar to those of the
stonemaker fungus, and spores are
released from a pore layer on the
underside.

MARBLEMAKER FUNGUS
In contrast to the large sclerotia

and mushrooms produced by the
stonemaker fungus and native bread,
the marblemaker fungus (Pctlgporus
sclerotiniusl produces small mushrooms
from small, hard, marble-sized sclerotia

I Rrgil; I lushrooms proJuced hy nalirr
I bread.
I  Photo l l iLh.rrd Ruhinson/CALi \ l

found two to five centimetres beneath
the soil surface. It does not fruit
imnediately after a fire, but in the
autumn produces a small f lat
mushroom bet\leen two and three
centimetres in diameter. It rs
characterised by a brown, velvety, often
concentrically-zoned surface and a
white pore layer underneath.

UNUSUAL SHAPES
The hand or f inger fungus

lNeolentinus ddctgloides) occurs rn

Process connecting
log and sclerotium

Rotting log colonised by
the stonemaker fungus

Elt<n HickmdnZool

karri forests. The Latin term
dactgloides d,escrlbes its sclerotium and
translates to mean finger-l ike. The
underground mass may be a single
finger l ike or a multi branched hand
like structure projecting up to 40
centimetres into the soil. It is f irm and
granular-l ike, encased in a brown sand
encrusted skin and can rveigh up to
three kilograms. Mushrooms emerge
from the upper section of the
sc le ro t ium and resemble  a  typ ica l
mushroom, with gil ls on the underside
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| ,4bouer Small, velvet, brown
I mushrooms produced by the
I sclerotium of the marblemaker fungus.
Photo - Richard Robinson/CALM

l red.' Sclerotia are hidden beneath the
I forest floor, undetectable until they
I surge into life to produce mushrooms
after a bushfire.
Photo - Chris GametUCALM

I Csntre.' Burning jarrah logs.
I Mushrooms may emerge through the
I ash remains within 24 hours.

I aolrorz' Gitled mushrooms of the
I fing€r fungus (Neolentinus
I dactgloidesl emerging through the ash.
Photos - Richard Robinson/CALM

of the cap. This fungus produces
mushrooms profusely after fires, and
western grey kangaroos (Macropus
fuliginosus) have been seen grazing on
the fresh baps.

MORELS
Nlorels (lulorchella elata\ are found

in the wetter karri and jarrah forest
regions and fruit early in the next
spring following a summer bushfire.
They have a very distinct mushroom
and an unusual life cycle. The morel has
a cone-shaped head with a ridged
honeycombJike surface that is usually
light to dark brown but sometimes grey.
The fungus does not rot logs or wood,
but persists in the soil, alternating
between a mycelial and sclerotial state.
The sclerotium is a tough resting body
and allows the fungus to survive
adverse conditions. When activated in
spring, a sclerotium will either
germinate to form new mycelium or, if
stimulated by fire, produce a mushroom.

For those who like to eat wild
mushrooms the morel is a prized
delicacy. Morels may fruit in abundance
on a burnt site, but their fruiting
behaviour is unpredictable. To learn
more about these and other edible
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I CALMScience senior technical officer Bob Smith
I holds the mushrooms and the hand-shaped sclerotium
I of the finger fungus lNeolentinus dactgloidesl.
Photo - Richard Robinsor/CALM

mushrooms read 'From Field and
Forest: Edible Fungi in WA
(LANDSCOPE, Artrmn 1988).

TRIGGERS
The underground structures of

these fungi appear to be a nutrienr
source specifically developed to fuel
mushroom, and therefore spore,
production to ensure the species'
survival. In the case of native bread, by
the time the mushroom is fully
developed the sclerotium is spent, and
it then withers and decays to leave little
sign of its presence in the soil.

It is not known what specifically
triggers these fungal structures to
produce mushrooms, or what
competitive advantage their behaviour
offers. It is assumed that the aftermarn
ofa bushfire favours spore dispersal and
increases the likelihood of spores
encountering a suitable host log on
which to germinate and then grow.

The mushrooms barely rise above
the soil. If they were to develop under
normal conditions they would be buried
beneath the forest litter. Spore dispersal

would be limited to the immediate
vicinity and the likelihood of them
encountering a new log to colonise
would be virtually nil. But when fire
removes the surrounding scrub, litter
and trash, it is a prime time for these
fungi to disperse spores over a large
area and to successfully encounter a
new log on which to germinate, grow
and colonise. The spores are hardy and
can survive until the first rains
stimulate them to germinate.

Next time you see the aftermath of
a bushfire, remember that sorne
organisms rely on fire for survival. It
may take months for the herbs, shrubs
and trees to show signs of recovery but
fungi respond within hours to take
advantage of the opportunity to ensure
their own long-term survival.

COLLECTING FUNGI
If you enjoy collecting and eating

wild fungi, remember that it is illegal to
pick any flora in national park. Native
fungi are legally protected along with
other native Western Australian flora.
Fungi can be collected from private

I When the end of this jarrah log \a,as
I burnt away. the stonemaker mushroom
I emerged from a sclerotium that was
developing below the log.
Photo - Richard Robinsor/CALM

property with the permission of the
owner However, if you want to collect
wild fungi from national parks or other
Crown lands you must first contact
CALM's Wildlife Branch and ask about a
collecting licence. Although many
species of fungi are edible, there are
also poisonous varieties. If you are not
sure what species you have collected,
get a positive identification from an
expert before you consume it.
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Winner of the 1998 Alex Harris Medal for excellence in science and environment feponing.
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Mushroofiis the size of q dinner olote
can appear aithin 48 hours ofa lire in
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SEA ANEMONES

Paradoxically, the stinging tentacles
of sea anemones-a group of
camiaorous inaertebrates t hat
s ometimes r esemb le co lourfu I
flowers-can also proaide a safe
haam for mang underuater
cr eafures. Anemonefr s h g ain
br2munit| to the stinging celk
and liae pimailg in sea anenone
tentacles. Other animab, such as
crabs, carry a protectiue anetnone
on their backs. Ibm to page 28.

Couer illustration bg Ellen Hickmcn




